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ABSTRACT
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Introduction: Auditory verbal hallucinations (AVH) are a core
symptom of psychotic disorders such as schizophrenia but are also
reported in 10–15% of the general population. Impairments in selfvoice recognition are frequently reported in schizophrenia and
associated with the severity of AVH, particularly when the self-voice
has a negative quality. However, whether self-voice processing is
also aﬀected in nonclinical voice hearers remains to be speciﬁed.
Methods: Thirty-ﬁve nonclinical participants varying in hallucination
predisposition based on the Launay-Slade Hallucination Scale,
listened to prerecorded words and vocalisations diﬀering in identity
(self/other) and emotional quality. In Experiment 1, participants
indicated whether words were spoken in their own voice, another
voice, or whether they were unsure (recognition task). They were
also asked whether pairs of words/vocalisations were uttered by the
same or by a diﬀerent speaker (discrimination task). In Experiment 2,
participants judged the emotional quality of the words/vocalisations.
Results: In Experiment 1, hallucination predisposition aﬀected voice
discrimination and recognition, irrespective of stimulus valence.
Hallucination predisposition did not aﬀect the evaluation of the
emotional valence of words/vocalisations (Experiment 2).
Conclusions: These ﬁndings suggest that nonclinical participants with
high HP experience altered voice identity processing, whereas HP does
not aﬀect the perception of vocal emotion. Speciﬁc alterations in selfvoice perception in clinical and nonclinical voice hearers may establish
a core feature of the psychosis continuum.
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Introduction
Auditory verbal hallucinations (AVH; subjective perceptions of voices in the absence of a
corresponding external voice—Woodruﬀ, 2004) represent one of the cardinal symptoms
of schizophrenia and are experienced by almost 70% of patients (Nayani & David,
1996). Nonetheless, the experience of AVH is not exclusive to schizophrenia: AVH are
also reported by 10–15% of the general population (Daalman et al., 2011; Larøi et al.,
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2012; Nayani & David, 1996)1. Even though many nonclinical voice hearers do not progress to full psychosis, some will (Johns & Van Os, 2001).
Despite numerous attempts to explain the neurocognitive mechanisms of AVH, they
remain one of the notoriously unexplained symptoms on the psychosis continuum. Phenomenological features of AVH suggest changes in mechanisms underlying human
voice perception (Badcock & Chhabra, 2013; reviewed in Conde, Gonçalves, & Pinheiro,
2016). In approximately 78% of voice hearers there is a clear awareness of the identity
of the hallucinated voice or voices (e.g., a family member or a past abuser—Corstens &
Longden, 2013). Most AVH have speciﬁc acoustic features such as volume and pitch:
for example, they are typically heard at the same volume as spoken words (CuevasYust, 2014). Notwithstanding, distinct AVH subtypes have been proposed to account
for the phenomenological diversity of hearing voices (e.g., “constant commanding
and commenting AVH”, “replay AVH”, “own thought”—McCarthy-Jones, Thomas,
et al., 2014; McCarthy-Jones, Trauer, et al., 2014).
Similarities in the neural mechanisms underpinning the perception of real and hallucinated voices have been noted (Barkus, Stirling, Hopkins, McKie, & Lewis, 2007;
Linden et al., 2011). Similarities were also noted in the cognitive (Allen, Freeman,
Johns, & McGuire, 2006; Brébion et al., 2016) and neural mechanisms (Diederen
et al., 2012) of AVH in clinical and nonclinical voice hearers. For example, voice
areas in the temporal cortex, which selectively respond to voices compared to nonvocal sounds (Belin, Fecteau, & Bédard, 2004), are activated during spontaneous hallucinations both in psychotic and nonclinical voice hearers (Barkus et al., 2007; Diederen
et al., 2012; Horga, Schatz, Abi-Dargham, & Peterson, 2014; Linden et al., 2011;
Sommer et al., 2008). These ﬁndings suggest a neural substrate speciﬁc to AVH
rather than schizophrenia (Larøi et al., 2012). They are also considered to support
the psychosis continuum hypothesis, according to which psychotic symptoms exist on
a continuum in the general population (e.g., Badcock & Chhabra, 2013; Van Os, Linscott, Myin-Germeys, Delespaul, & Krabbendam, 2009). Studying hallucinatory experiences in nonclinical samples could help to unveil the neurocognitive mechanisms
underlying AVH, while avoiding confounding eﬀects associated with medication and
hospitalisation (Badcock & Hugdahl, 2012).
Voice identity perception in AVH
When somebody speaks, the voice carries not only information about what is said (speech)
but also about who speaks (e.g., age, gender, or emotional state). Identity, aﬀect, and
speech cues carried by the voice are processed in partially dissociated cortical regions
(Belin, Bestelmeyer, Latinus, & Watson, 2011; Belin et al., 2004). Dissociations between
impaired processing of one type of voice information and preserved processing of the
other types have been documented (e.g., phonagnosia—Garrido et al., 2009).
A robust body of evidence has shown that the mechanisms involved in the prediction and
processing of self-voice feedback (when speaking or pressing a button that elicits a prerecorded self-generated voice) are altered in AVH (Allen et al., 2004, 2007, 2006; HeinksMaldonado et al., 2007; Pinheiro, Schwartze, & Kotz, 2018). Behavioural studies reported
increased errors in the recognition of self-voice feedback or prerecorded self-generated
speech in AVH. Schizophrenia patients with AVH are more likely than both schizophrenia
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patients without hallucinations and healthy controls to misidentify prerecorded self-generated speech as produced by another person (Allen et al., 2004). A tendency to consider selfgenerated speech feedback as external was also found in at-risk mental state participants
when speaking (Johns et al., 2010). Changes in self-generated voice processing are also
shown in neuroimaging studies with psychotic patients. Activation in the right middle temporal gyrus (Kambeitz-Ilankovic et al., 2013) and the left superior temporal gyrus (Allen
et al., 2007) did not diﬀer for prerecorded self-generated and other voices in ﬁrst-episode
psychosis or chronic schizophrenia patients with AVH, respectively.
Nonetheless, it remains unclear whether altered self-voice processing is a marker of
individuals with AVH even in the absence of psychosis. The few studies that probed
how nonclinical voice hearers perceive voice identity have not consistently reported
changes in bottom-up acoustic analysis of the voice (contrary to psychotic patients with
AVH) as voice identity discrimination of unfamiliar speakers was spared (Chhabra,
Badcock, & Maybery, 2013; Chhabra, Badcock, Maybery, & Leung, 2014). Speciﬁcally,
Chhabra and colleagues (2014) found that nonclinical participants with high vs. low hallucination predisposition (HP), quantiﬁed as the total score in the Launay-Slade Hallucination Scale (LSHS—Launay & Slade, 1981), performed similarly in a voice discrimination
task with unfamiliar voices. Nonetheless, this study did not report whether (self-)voice recognition (relying more strongly on higher-level cognitive processes, such as prior knowledge than voice discrimination) is also unaﬀected in nonclinical voice hearers.
Emotional voice perception in AVH
Hallucinated voices have a predominantly emotional quality (Baumeister, Sedgwick,
Howes, & Peters, 2017; Nayani & David, 1996; Waters et al., 2012; Waters & Fernyhough,
2017), often a threatening tone and derogatory and menacing content particularly in psychotic voice hearers (Nayani & David, 1996).
Alterations in emotional voice processing have been associated with AVH severity
(Alba-Ferrara, de Erausquin, Hirnstein, Weis, & Hausmann, 2013; Rossell & Boundy,
2005; Shea et al., 2007; Tseng et al., 2013). For example, even though schizophrenia
patients are generally impaired in decoding emotion from speech with semantic
content, only patients with AVH show deﬁcits in recognising meaningless aﬀective
sounds (Rossell & Boundy, 2005) or emotional prosody (Shea et al., 2007) compared
to patients without AVH and healthy controls. Patients with AVH also displayed
diﬃculties ignoring the emotional valence of the voice (Alba-Ferrara et al., 2013).
Altered processing of vocal emotions has been reported in nonclinical voice hearers
as well (Phillips & Seidman, 2008).
Alterations in self-voice perception could be modulated by the emotional quality of
the voice. Accordingly, a negativity bias was observed in self-other voice recognition
tasks with psychotic participants: patients with AVH compared to healthy controls
and non-hallucinating patients judged prerecorded self-generated negative speech
(e.g., words such as “stupid”) as “other” (Costafreda, Brébion, Allen, McGuire, & Fu,
2008; Johns et al., 2001, 2010; Pinheiro, Rezaii, Rauber, & Niznikiewicz, 2016). When
listening to distorted feedback of their own voice, schizophrenia patients with AVH,
but not healthy controls, perceived their own distorted voice as an unfamiliar voice
when the spoken words had a negative content (e.g., Johns et al., 2001). What is
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unknown is whether self-voice perception in participants with high HP is modulated by
emotion similarly to psychotic voice hearers.
The role of stimulus type and task
The mechanisms involved in self-voice perception could be modulated by the type of vocal
stimulus as well as by task instructions. Prior studies have shown that both stimulus type
(e.g., vocal sounds with [words] vs. without [vocalisations] semantic content) and attentional focus demanded by the task (e.g., attention directed to the voice or to a concurrent
visual stimulus) aﬀect self-other voice discrimination (Conde, Gonçalves, & Pinheiro,
2015). Diﬀerences in the neurocognitive mechanisms subserving the processing of
speech and nonverbal vocalisations have also been shown (e.g., Pell & Kotz, 2011). For
example, the diﬀerentiation of neutral and emotional cues occurred earlier for nonverbal
vocalisations compared to speech prosody (Pell et al., 2015). Probing the role of stimulus
type in self-voice perception is critical considering that AVH were associated with worse
recognition of nonverbal emotional vocalisations (Rossell & Boundy, 2005) or unintelligible emotional speech (Shea et al., 2007).
It is also worth noting that experimental tasks tapping into voice discrimination vs.
voice recognition probe diﬀerent levels of processing that might be dissociable (e.g.,
Kreiman & Papcun, 1991; Van Lancker & Kreiman, 1987; Van Lancker, Kreiman, &
Cummings, 1989). Whereas voice discrimination relies mostly on bottom-up processes
decoding the acoustic features of the voice (i.e., on basic perceptual abilities), voice recognition involves the integration of low-level acoustic properties with prior knowledge
about the speaker, thus merging bottom-up and top-down processes (Belin et al., 2011;
Sohoglu, Peelle, Carlyon, & Davis, 2012). Hence, discrimination is thought to precede
recognition in traditional models of person recognition (Bruce & Young, 1986;
Burton, Bruce, & Johnston, 1990). Schizophrenia patients present alterations in auditory
feature perception that could contribute to changed voice discrimination as hallucinated
voices may compete for auditory processing resources; however, these changes were not
clearly moderated by AVH (Ford et al., 2012; Javitt, Shelley, & Ritter, 2000; Schnakenberg Martin et al., 2018). Impaired self-voice recognition has been documented in
schizophrenia patients (Allen et al., 2004, 2007; Ilankovic et al., 2011; Pinheiro et al.,
2016), whereas preserved voice discrimination was observed in individuals with high
HP (Chhabra et al., 2014). Nonetheless, whether hallucination proneness (measured
via psychometric tools, such as self-report scales [e.g., LSHS]) in nonclinical participants
is associated with altered self-voice recognition remains to be clariﬁed. This would indicate that higher-level cognitive processes underpinning self-voice recognition might be a
more sensitive marker of AVH.
The current study and hypotheses
An emerging theme from the ﬁndings reviewed above is that alterations in both identity
(self-voice) and emotional (negative) voice perception may underlie the experience of
“hearing voices” in psychotic patients. Whether similar alterations are present in nonclinical participants with high HP remains an open question. As emotional and identity cues
are processed in partially dissociated cortical regions in voice perception (Belin et al.,
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2011), an increase in HP could reveal altered voice identity rather than altered emotional
voice processing or vice-versa. The current study probed whether and how HP in nonclinical participants reveals such eﬀects.
n the ﬁrst experiment, we examined how participants perceived their own voice in two
tasks that tap into voice discrimination (are the two voices the same or diﬀerent?) and voice
recognition (have I heard my voice or the voice of somebody else?). In the two tasks, we
probed whether self-voice perception is modulated by stimulus valence (positive vs. negative) and stimulus type (with [speech] vs. without [vocalisations] verbal content). Based on
previous evidence, we hypothesised that HP would not aﬀect self-other voice discrimination (e.g., Chhabra et al., 2014). However, we expected HP to modulate accuracy in
self-voice recognition consistent with a psychosis continuum (e.g., Allen et al., 2004;
Johns et al., 2001; Pinheiro et al., 2016). Speciﬁcally, lower recognition accuracy for
self-voices with negative content would support the hypothesis that altered processing
of both voice identity and emotion underlie AVH in nonclinical and psychotic participants (e.g., Johns et al., 2001; Pinheiro et al., 2016). Along the same line, we expected recognition accuracy to be decreased when the self-voice is devoid of semantic content, i.e. in
response to vocalisations rather than words (as in psychotic patients—Rossell & Boundy,
2005; Shea et al., 2007; Zarate, Tian, Woods, & Poeppel, 2015).
In the second experiment, we examined whether the putative eﬀects of HP on selfvoice processing are due to diﬀerences in the emotional evaluation of auditory signals.
Participants were instructed to explicitly rate the emotional valence of words and vocalisations used in Experiment 1. We expected increased HP to be associated with more
negative valence ratings of self-generated voices (e.g., Pinheiro et al., 2016). Similarities in the processing of self-generated voices in nonclinical participants with high
HP and psychotic patients would support the psychosis continuum hypothesis (Diederen et al., 2012).

Method
Participants
Participants were recruited based on total scores of the Launay-Slade Hallucination ScaleRevised2 (LSHS—Frank Larøi & Van Der Linden, 2005; Portuguese adaptation by Castiajo
& Pinheiro, 2017; originally developed by Launay & Slade, 1981). In stage 1, a total of 484
participants ﬁlled in an online version of the scale, using the Qualtrics platform. To encourage participation, a voucher was oﬀered. Over a 12-month recruitment period, 37 participants from stage 1, and who consented to be contacted for further research on voice
processing, were interviewed in more detail about their experiences and clinical history.
All participants (native speakers of European Portuguese) completed a thorough clinical
assessment that established that, for those who reported AVH (and thus with higher
scores on the scale), voices were unrelated to drug or alcohol abuse. This clinical assessment also established that participants did not have a psychiatric diagnosis or had received
a psychiatric diagnosis in relation to voice hearing. This was based on a semi-structured
interview that aimed to assess diﬀerent aspects of the personal history of the participants,
namely: developmental history (age of major milestones); major illnesses and medication;
presence of traumatic events in the past; health family history; educational history. They
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Table 1. Linguistic properties of the words included in the experiment.
Valence
Linguistic properties
b

Frequency per million
Number of letters
Number of syllables

Neutral

Positive

Negative

F, p a

14.90 (17.36)
6.45 (1.57)
3.10 (0.91)

10.47 (11.42)
8.05 (2.24)
3.60 (1.10)

6.69 (8.25)
7.35 (2.68)
3.20 (1.15)

2.027, .141
2.634, .081
1.251, .294

Note: Standard deviation shown in parentheses.
One-way ANOVA; b Values retrieved from the P-Pal web application (Soares et al., 2018).

a

were additionally assessed using the Brief Symptom Inventory (Canavarro, 1999), Schizotypal Personality Questionnaire (Raine, 1991) and PSYRATS (Telles-Correia et al., 2017).
Two participants did not enrol in the subsequent experimental session as they reported a
psychiatric diagnosis. Thirty-ﬁve participants, varying in their LSHS scores (total score:
M = 23.17, SD = 14.77, range = 0–54; auditory score: M = 3.40, SD = 3.70, range = 0–12),
accepted to participate in the experimental sessions (Mage = 26.74, SDage = 8.28, 26
females).
All participants provided written consent and received a voucher for their participation
in the study. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and
was approved by the local Ethics Committee.3
Stimuli
Stimuli were pre-recorded words (Table 1) and vocalisations (self-generated voice condition [SGV]; see Supplementary Material for further details).
For the other voice (OV) condition, the same words and vocalisations were recorded by
a male (age = 22 years) or female (age = 20 years) native speaker of European Portuguese
and unknown to the participants (for a male participant, a male control voice was used; for
a female participant, a female control voice was used), using the same procedure for the
SGV condition. The same “voice-model” was used during voice recordings for the SGV
and OV conditions.
After the voice recording session, each word and vocalisation was segmented using
Praat software (Boersma, P., Weenink, 2013). SGV vocalisations were selected to match
the duration of OV vocalisations. Following prior studies (Pinheiro et al., 2017, 2016),
Table 2. Acoustic properties of words and vocalisations in the SGV and OV conditions.
Stimulus type

Valence

Acoustic property

Words

Neutral

DUR (s)
F0M (Hz)
INTM (dB)
DUR (s)
F0M (Hz)
INTM (dB)
DUR (s)
F0M (Hz)
INTM (dB)
DUR (s)
F0M (Hz)
INTM (dB)
DUR (s)
F0M (Hz)
INTM (dB)

Positive
Negative
Vocalisations

Positive
Negative

SGV

OV-Male

OV-Female

1.19
162.49
70
1.35
169.79
70
1.23
162.60
70
1.18
218.16
70
0.95
222.51
70

1.03
110.18
70
1.21
112.91
70
1.02
110.53
70
1.04
139.08
70
0.91
139.47
70

1.16
181.96
70
1.38
177.51
70
1.18
186.37
70
1.24
211.77
70
0.97
249.25
70

Note: SGV, self-generated voice; OV, other voice; DUR, duration; F0M, mean F0; INTM, mean intensity.
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voice stimuli were normalised according to peak amplitude by means of a Praat script
(70 dB). Mean pitch (fundamental frequency [F0] measured in Hz), intensity (measured
in dB) and duration (measured in ms) were calculated for each condition (Table 2).
Procedure
The experimental tasks took place in a sound-attenuated chamber. Stimulus presentation
and timing were controlled using E-Prime 2.0 software (Psychology Software Tools).
Experiment 1: focus on voice identity
In same-diﬀerent speaker discrimination tasks, participants listened to 180 word pairs of and
120 vocalisation pairs. They were asked to decide whether they had listened to the same or to
diﬀerent voices by pressing a corresponding button on the keyboard. In the case of words, 60
SGV/SGV, 60 OV/OV, and 60 SGV/OV pairs (diﬀering in valence: 60 positive, 60 neutral,
60 negative pairs) were presented. In the case of vocalisations, 40 SGV/SGV, 40 OV/OV, and
40 SGV/OV pairs (diﬀering in valence: 60 positive, 60 negative pairs) were presented.
In the voice recognition tasks, participants listened to 120 words (60 SGV and 60 OV
words diﬀering in valence: 40 neutral, 40 positive and 40 negative) and 80 nonverbal vocalisations (40 SGV and 40 OV diﬀering in valence: 40 positive and 40 negative). They were
asked to decide if they had listened to their own voice, to another voice, or whether they
were unsure, via a button press on the keyboard. The availability of an “unsure” response
encouraged responses with some degree of conﬁdence in the identiﬁcation response
instead of a forced choice between “self” and “other” (Allen et al., 2004; Pinheiro et al.,
2016). This task was identical to a previous task used in a sample of persons with schizophrenia (Pinheiro et al., 2016). Stimuli were presented in a randomised manner.
Before voice onset, a ﬁxation cross was presented centrally on the screen for 1500 milliseconds (ms), and remained during sound presentation (Figure 2). Then, a question mark
signalled the beginning of the response time (6 seconds). A 1000 ms interval preceded the
next trial. In each task, participants were given ﬁve practice trials with response feedback,
as well as a short break every 20 trials (with a duration of approximately 1 minute).
Experiment 2: focus on voice emotion
Participants were instructed to assess the emotional valence of each of the 60 words and 80
vocalisations they had listened to. Each stimulus was presented centrally on the screen, in a
randomised manner, and participants rated its valence on a 9-point Likert scale (1 = extremely negative; 9 = extremely positive). Before the stimulus onset, a ﬁxation cross was presented in the centre of the screen for 1500 ms where it remained during the sound
presentation. Then, the question “How would you rate this stimulus?” was presented,
accompanied by a 9-point Likert scale (1 = extremely negative; 9 = extremely positive).
There was no time limit for the response. Participants were provided a short break
every 20 trials (with a duration of approximately 1 minute).
Statistical analyses
Unaggregated, trial-level data from both experiments were analysed with mixed linear
models using the lmer4 (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) and lmerTest
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(Kuznetsova, Brockhoﬀ, & Christensen, 2016) packages in the R environment (R3.4.3.
GUI 1.70) used to estimate ﬁxed and random coeﬃcients. In contrast to the more traditional repeated-measures ANOVA analysis, LMER allows controlling for the variance
associated with random factors such as random eﬀects for participants in behavioural
measures (Kuznetsova et al., 2016). Participants’ responses were included as an
outcome measure; participants were included as random eﬀects, whereas stimulus type
(words; vocalisations), voice identity (SGV; OV), valence (neutral, positive, negative—
words; positive, negative—vocalisations) and HP (LSHSTotal) were included as ﬁxed
eﬀects.
Power estimates: The literature is still scarce considering the computation of power estimates for multilevel models since several factors may impact upon this estimation (e.g.,
number of levels, type of design). Simulation studies revealed that parameter estimates
are not reliable and Type I error increases only when level-2 sample size is below 30,
with an increased bias for random slope models, but not for random intercept models
(e.g., McNeish & Stapleton, 2016; Meuleman & Billiet, 2009). The number of clusters
and their size do not seem to have an eﬀect on ﬁxed estimates and level-1 variance estimates (McNeish & Stapleton, 2016). Post-experiment power calculations may be
limited (Hoenig & Heisey, 2001). Instead, conﬁdence intervals (provided in the next
section), as well as appropriate choices of null hypotheses, may provide more useful information (Hoenig & Heisey, 2001).

Results
Experiment 1: focus on voice identity
Accuracy
Voice discrimination. The model including the predictors was strongly preferred based on
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) compared to the null model (6389.500 for the complete model and 13888.200 for the null model; χ2 = 7526.700, df = 14, p < .001). Stimulus
type, identity and valence modulated voice discrimination (Figure 1 and Table 3). Vocalisations were associated with less accurate discrimination compared to words (eﬀect of
stimulus type: β = −2.034, SE = 0.134, z = −15.164, p < .001; 95% CI: [−2.297, −1.771]).
Congruent OV word pairs were associated with lower accuracy compared to congruent
SGV word pairs (eﬀect of identity: β = −0.663, SE = 0.260, z = −2.553, p = .011; 95% CI:
[−0.154, 1.172]). Further, negative word pairs were associated with lower accuracy compared to positive word pairs (eﬀect of valence: β = −0.498, SE = 0.109, z = −4.579, p < .001;
95% CI: [−0.711, −0.285]). An interaction eﬀect between HP and voice identity on discrimination performance (β = 0.028, SE = 0.005, z = 5.311, p < .05, 95% CI: [0.018,
0.038]) revealed that an increase in HP was associated with an increased tendency to consider pairs of dissimilar voices (i.e., pairs of self vs. non-self stimuli) as “same”. Based on
the analysis of simple slopes, accuracy in voice discrimination was signiﬁcantly decreased
if LSHSTotal > 30.
Voice recognition. To investigate the potential impact of acoustic diﬀerences between
SGV and OV recognition, voice mean F0 was added as a ﬁxed eﬀect to the model. The
model including the predictors was strongly preferred based on AIC compared to the
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Figure 1. Voice discrimination as a function of hallucination predisposition.
Note: SGV, self-generated voice; OV, other voice. Reference level of the response = “same”.

null model (881.760 for the complete model and 1301.870 for the null model; χ2 = 440.110,
df = 10, p < .001).
Stimulus type modulated voice recognition: vocalisations were associated with less
accurate recognition compared to words (β = −0.133, SE = 0.010, t = −13.649, p < .001,
95% CI: [−0.152, −0.114]). Voice recognition was also modulated by valence: accuracy
was reduced for negative compared to positive stimuli (β = −0.035, SE = 0.010, t =
−3.651, p < .001, 95% CI: [−0.054, −0.016]). An interaction eﬀect between identity and
valence indicated lower accuracy in self- (vs. other) voice recognition when the stimulus
was negative (β = 0.039, SE = 0.014, t = 2.868, p = .004, 95% CI: [0.012, 0.066]).
Consistent with our hypothesis, HP aﬀected recognition accuracy. An interaction eﬀect
between HP and voice identity (β = −0.001, SE = 0.000, t = −3.035, p = .002, 95% CI:
[−0.002, 0.000]) revealed that an increase in HP was associated with decreased accuracy
in self-voice recognition (Figure 2 and Table 4). Based on the analysis of simple slopes,
Table 3. Accuracy in voice discrimination (Experiment 1).
Accuracy
Factor
Stimulus type
Words
Vocalisation
Identity
SGV-SGV
SGV-OV
OV-OV
Emotion
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Note: SGV, self-generated voice; OV, other voice.

M

SD

0.96
0.79

0.20
0.41

0.92
0.90
0.85

0.27
0.30
0.36

0.89
0.85
0.96

0.31
0.35
0.21
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Figure 2. Voice recognition as a function of hallucination predisposition.
Note: SGV, self-generated voice; OV, other voice.

accuracy in self-voice recognition was expected to be signiﬁcantly decreased if LSHSTotal >
30.
The number of “unsure” responses (reference level = “unsure” responses vs. “self” and
“other” responses) was modulated by stimulus type only (β = 1.876, SE = 0.259, t = 7.236,
p < .001, 95% CI: [1.368, 2.384]; Supplementary Table 4): participants were less certain
they heard their own voice or the voice of another person when the stimulus was a vocalisation compared to a word.
Experiment 2: focus on voice emotion
Ratings of words’ valence: Negative words elicited lower valence ratings than neutral words
(β = −2.779, SE = 0.117, t =− 23.704, p < .001, 95% CI: [−3.008, −2.549]); positive words
received higher valence ratings than neutral words (β = 2.853, SE = 0.117, t = 24.338,
Table 4. Accuracy in voice recognition (Experiment 1).
Accuracy

Factor
Stimulus Type
Words
Vocalisation
Identity
SGV
OV
Emotion
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Note: SGV, self-generated voice; OV, other voice.

M

SD

0.97
0.85

0.16
0.36

0.92
0.92

0.27
0.27

0.91
0.90
0.98

0.28
0.30
0.16
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p < .001; 95% CI: [2.623, 3.083]; Table 5). HP did not aﬀect explicit ratings of the
emotional quality of words (β = −0.004, SE = 0.0033, t = −1.266, p = .208).
Ratings of vocalisations’ valence: Negative vocalisations were rated as less positive than
positive vocalisations (β = −4.130, SE = 0.182, t = −22.645, p < .001, 95% CI: [−4.487,
−3.773]); OV vocalisations were rated as less positive than SGV vocalisations (β =
−0.636, SE = 0.182, t = −3.486, p < .001; 95% CI: [−0.993, −0.278]; Table 5). The eﬀects
of identity and valence interacted showing that OV negative vocalisations were rated as
less negative than SGV negative vocalisations (β = 0.916, SE = 0.258, t = 3.550, p < .001,
95% CI: [0.410, 1.421]). HP also did not aﬀect explicit ratings of the emotional quality
of vocalisations (β = 0.002, SE = 0.004, t = −0.423, p = .673).

Discussion
The current study examined whether HP in nonclinical participants modulates self-voice
processing diﬀerently in discrimination and recognition tasks and tested the contributions
of valence and stimulus type in both tasks (Experiment 1). Further, the eﬀects of HP on the
explicit evaluation of the emotional quality of voices were examined (Experiment 2).
Experiment 1 revealed diﬀerences in voice processing as a function of task type. Both
voice recognition and discrimination were changed in participants with increased HP.
Irrespective of stimulus type (with or without semantic content) and valence (positive
or negative), participants were less accurate at recognising their self-generated voice as
“self” the more prone they were to hallucinations. Increased HP was also associated
with an increased tendency to consider that pairs of diﬀerent voices (self and other) corresponded to the same speaker. Experiment 2 conﬁrmed that the evaluation of the
emotional quality of voices was not modulated by HP.
The role of hallucination predisposition in self-other voice discrimination
Overall, discrimination was aﬀected by stimulus type, voice identity, and the emotional
quality (valence) of the voice: judgments of acoustic similarity were improved when participants listened to words rather than vocalisations and speciﬁcally when positive content
words were uttered by the participant. The results of the discrimination task (involving a
simple diﬀerentiation of self and other voices) agree with a noted processing advantage
associated with self-generated voices (e.g., Conde et al., 2015). One’s own voice represents
a more familiar signal, which is more easily matched with speaker-speciﬁc stored representations (Belin et al., 2011; Blank, 2002; Nakamura et al., 2001). The voice of an unknown
speaker is a less familiar stimulus that is processed in a bottom-up manner and compared
to averaged prototypical voice templates (Andics, McQueen, & Petersson, 2013; Andics
Table 5. Mean valence ratings of words and vocalisations (Experiment 2).
Valence
Stimulus type
1. Words
2. Vocalisations-SGV
3. Vocalisations—OV

Neutral

Positive

Negative

5.04 (0.32)
–
–

7.89 (0.45)
7.03 (0.72)
6.39 (0.69)

2.26 (0.67)
2.90 (0.93)
3.18 (0.74)

Note: Standard deviation shown in parentheses. SGV, self-generated voice; OV, other voice.
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et al., 2010; Belin et al., 2011). Voice familiarity has been reported to aﬀect speaker discrimination performance (Lavan, Scott, & McGettigan, 2016). Similarly, the current
study suggests that familiarity (one’s own voice) increases discrimination performance.
A positivity bias (reﬂected in a facilitated processing of positive stimuli related to the
self) has been consistently reported in self-voice perception research (Chen et al., 2014;
Fields & Kuperberg, 2012; Watson, Dritschel, Obonsawin, & Jentzsch, 2007). For
example, when judging the self-referential content of positive and negative words, participants were faster in judging positive words uttered by themselves than by an
unknown speaker (Watson et al., 2007). Moreover, word discrimination was easier
than vocalisation discrimination and agrees with prior studies that showed that the processing of speech (with verbal content) compared to vocalisations (no verbal content) is
subserved by diﬀerent neurocognitive mechanisms (Belin et al., 2004; Conde et al.,
2015; Pell et al., 2015). Contrary to our hypothesis and prior evidence (Chhabra
et al., 2014), we observed that discrimination was aﬀected by HP. However, this
ﬁnding agrees with reports of altered voice discrimination in schizophrenia patients,
namely the ability to use formant dispersion to discriminate voices (Chhabra,
Badcock, Maybery, & Leung, 2012). AVH have been associated with alterations in the
auditory cortex (Mørch-Johnsen et al., 2017), which may be reﬂected in N1 (Pinheiro,
Schwartze, & Kotz, 2018) or P50 (Thoma et al., 2017) amplitude changes. Changes in
self-other voice discrimination as a function of increased HP may involve changes in
basic perceptual abilities (e.g., Schnakenberg Martin et al., 2018) that are critical for
identity perception.
The role of hallucination predisposition in self-other voice recognition
Whereas diﬀerences in identity or emotion did not aﬀect voice recognition, recognition
accuracy was increased for words compared to vocalisations, following the same pattern
as discrimination accuracy. Voice recognition was improved as a function of available
information (acoustic, phonological, semantic), i.e. speech was associated with increased
accuracy compared to nonverbal vocalisations (the condition with the least amount of
phonological information) (Zarate et al., 2015). Speech content, which is absent in nonverbal vocalisations, was found to be critical in person recognition (Lavan et al., 2016).
Notwithstanding, even though self-other recognition of nonverbal vocalisations was
more diﬃcult than self-other recognition in speech, accuracy was still above chance
(Zarate et al., 2015), a ﬁnding replicated in the current study. This implies that purely
acoustic or paralinguistic features of the voice may be suﬃcient for extracting identityrelated information (Zarate et al., 2015).
The voice identity recognition task conﬁrmed that self-voice perception is changed in
nonclinical voice hearers. Speciﬁcally, increased HP changed participants’ capacity to
recognise their own voice, irrespective of stimulus type: the tendency to consider one’s
own voice as “other” was increased for both words and vocalisations, and more pronouncedly when the LSHS score was above 30. Contrary to our hypothesis, we did not observe
that participants with increased HP were particularly prone to misrecognise their own
voice when its valence was negative. The ﬁnding that voice identity recognition (self vs.
other) was not biased by emotional factors in nonclinical AVH diﬀers from prior
studies with AVH psychotic patients (Allen et al., 2004; Johns et al., 2001; Pinheiro
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et al., 2016): these studies showed that self-voice recognition was speciﬁcally aﬀected in the
case of negative stimuli.
The role of hallucination predisposition in emotional voice evaluation
Critically, self-voice processing diﬀerences as a function of HP were not associated with
diﬀerences in the emotional evaluation of the voice (Experiment 2). That is, when participants’ attention was focused on the emotional quality of the voice, those with higher HP
evaluated words and vocalisations similarly to those with lower HP. Phenomenological
diﬀerences between clinical and nonclinical voice hearers have been attributed to diﬀerences in how voices are appraised (Garety, Kuipers, Fowler, Freeman, & Bebbington,
2001; Morrison, 2001), i.e. in a more negative way by clinical voice hearers. This may
have accounted for by the lack of diﬀerences in the explicit valence evaluation in the
current study. The ﬁnding that increased HP is associated with altered voice identity processing, but preserved emotional voice evaluation, provides additional support for a partial
segregation of emotion and identity in voice perception (Belin et al., 2004).
Implications
Evidence for the psychosis continuum hypothesis has been inconsistent, with studies
showing both similarities and diﬀerences in the mechanisms underlying AVH in clinical
and nonclinical participants. We provide new evidence suggesting that altered self-voice
discrimination and recognition represents a predisposing factor to hallucinatory experiences even in non-psychotic persons (see Alba-Ferrara, Weis, Damjanovic, Rowett, &
Hausmann, 2012; Mou et al., 2013 for studies with schizophrenia patients). The current
ﬁndings provide partial support for continuum models of psychosis (e.g., Badcock &
Hugdahl, 2012; Van Os et al., 2009). Besides sensory-based operations (e.g., using pitch
information for speakers’ diﬀerentiation), higher-order cognitive processes such as perceptual expectations (Waters et al., 2012) or enhanced selective attention to non-familiar
acoustic cues (Pinheiro et al., 2017) are critical in person recognition (Blank, Wieland, &
von Kriegstein, 2014). It is plausible that an interaction between bottom-up and top-down
processes account for altered self-voice perception in AVH. Considering the low unstandardised beta values in the current study, these processes deserve further investigation in
larger samples.
Diﬀerences between psychotic and non-psychotic participants may reﬂect changes in
voice perception along the psychosis continuum: transition to psychosis may involve
gradual changes in other voice dimensions (e.g., aﬀect).

Conclusions
The ﬁndings of the current study indicate that hallucination predisposition aﬀects both
voice recognition and discrimination capacities. Contrary to psychotic patients with
AVH, alterations in self-voice recognition in nonclinical participants did not depend on
the emotional quality of the voice or stimulus type. Further, explicit evaluation of the
emotional quality of the voice was unimpaired. Speciﬁc alterations in voice identity perception may establish a core feature of the psychosis continuum.
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Notes
1. Approximately six percent (6.2%) of non-psychotic individuals with frequent AVH convert
to psychosis in a ﬁve-years follow-up (Daalman, Diederen, Hoekema, van Lutterveld, &
Sommer, 2016).
2. The total score ranges between 0 and 64, with higher scores indicating higher HP.
3. Ethics Committee of Faculdade de Psicologia-Universidade de Lisboa, Lisbon (Portugal).
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